Therapeutic hypothermia for HIE, where are we now?

Seizures: Recognition, diagnosis and treatment





















Good background maybe a little more on practical cooling for people in DGH’s
I felt hazy during the lecture but got the jist, needs more clarification of the aim
Easy to follow. Interesting topic
Well-presented and use of analogies increased understanding. Really easy to understand
Very interesting in how this treatment may continue to develop over the next decade
Excellent presentation and very informative
Very interesting context for the rest of the day
Useful to know current research, Good recap on previous cooling training



Interesting but very medically focused
Very good presentation
Session covered the main points thoroughly and was easy to follow
Useful flow chart for new seizure guidelines
Would be nice to receive a hand out copy of this lecture
Relevant, interesting and well presented (to nurses)
Very good
Thorough and aimed at all levels of training
Simple, covered all the points related to the topic and interactive
Useful as at our unit we have had 3 babies admitted with ?seizures and discrepancy between medical
and nursing staff as currently no CFM available to diagnose
Could be a little louder
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Neurological Examination





Important lecture to hear on the course, different but crucial. Maybe a little
more on comparing abnormal to normal scans
Felt that this was aimed more at Dr’s, however it was interesting. (I didn’t understand it all)
Excellent presentation
Enjoyed the lecture. Possibly could have spent more time on the subject.
Very relevant to our unit as we have had several babies for neurological observation recently









Well delivered and contained relevant information, good pace. Would be beneficial to include other investigations apart from imaging that
is needed for stroke.
Excellent
A clear explanation of what a neonatal stroke is
Well presented, logical, very interesting
Very precise, appropriate timing, interactive
Knowledgeable speaker
Very informative- information I didn’t know about before the lecture but explained in a very straightforward way
Extremely interesting, useful as not had a lecture purely about neonatal stroke

aEEG Interpretation





Good to recap on CFM traces as I haven’t read any CFM’s since my
intensive care course
Fantastic and to the point
Very informative. Good explanation
Good examples of normal and abnormal EEG monitoring

Decision to cool







aEEG Practical Skills






Excellent. Really enjoyed this
Helpful for clinical discussion
Really good. I would feel comfortable to insert CFM needles into a baby now
Good – all I needed to know
I feel that more time and more examples would have been helpful

Very well explained. Made you think
Helpful for discussions with ANTS team
Real life difficult decisions
A good discussion. Very helpful
Thoroughly enjoyed the discussion. It’s not always
obvious and this was addressed
Good cases and discussion points

What to tell the parents








Useful. Lots to think about
Good information
Very interesting topic to discuss and very important
Very helpful
Very good speaker
Needs more practical examples
Not a great deal of discussion. Possibly could remove from the itinerary. I generally as a healthcare professional we tend to already address patient relatives within the scope of our
knowledge

Predicting Outcomes





Still not clear about what to tell parents
A good insight in what may come next
I enjoyed this topic. I came away thinking ‘not what the baby can’t do but what the baby can do’
Although interesting to see imaging, quite in-depth for nursing staff who do not interpret images, more appropriate for medical staff. Thoroughly enjoyed the lecturer’s knowledge and delivery. I enjoyed Topun’s lectures



I am very glad that I attended today. It was an excellent day with very knowledgeable speakers
Brilliant day, highly recommend
More time on discussion of CFM monitoring and
able to recognise patterns would be helpful
Good course. Longer lunch break than 30 minutes
45 minutes is nice. Excellent course in general
Very well organised course. Plenty of communication. Knowledgeable speakers. Practical sessions
were particularly useful












I will definitely recommend this course to my colleagues. It is very informative and a very organised course
Very informative, learned a lot. I am happy to tell my colleagues that it is a good course
Really enjoyed the day, would recommend to other colleagues. Would have liked to go through
setting up the cooling machine and how to attach the wrap to a baby
I have no negative comments
Great day!






A very informative day. CFM is new to me and I felt that I
could have benefited from more time in these areas. Overall
an extremely interesting day
Very good presentations and learnt some procedures on
how to apply CFM leads. Good workshop
Thank you

